
SPOTLIGHT 
This month The PAC Spotlight shines on: 

Central Hardin High School’s Danielle Nolan 
 

 
 

 

What do you want to do when you grow up? 
Major in anthropology to hopefully transfer to 
paleontology and minor in theatre. 
 
What have you learned from your PAC experiences? 
People of all ages can come together and forget about the 
world for a short time. Having all these different ages 
starts theatre dreams that grow in kids. It also, give the 
chance of reliving the past memories from performances 
at the PAC. 

 
How have you benefited from the PAC? 
The PAC has been a therapeutic experience for me. 
Performing on stage helps get me out of my own head and 
portray another character. Portraying this other character 
helps me get out of my inner shell and forget the world 
around even if it is just for a few hours. 
 
Why is the PAC important to you? 
The PAC is important to me because it made me grow as a 
person. I wouldn't be myself without theatre. Doing 
theatre has gave me the opportunity to connect more 
with our community. Having this connection gave me a 
great sense of how powerful it is to have theatre arts to 
spread positive and real life message to the community. 
Having this optimistic environment in the community 
made me grow more even outside of being on stage.  
 

Why should the PAC be important to others? 
The PAC should be important to others because it helps with expanding creativity and creating a positive 
environment. Having this creative and positive environment helps boost the communities in joining together 
especially after COVID-19. 
 
Do you have any other comments you'd like to share? 
Being a part of multiple community theatres really helps the community grow and get closer together. They 
all give great opportunities to expand the arts. 

 
Learn more about Danielle and all the other PAC Spotlight Ambassadors we've recognized over the years. 

 

 

https://thepac.net/spotlight/
https://thepac.net/spotlight/
http://thepac.net/kid-spotlight/

